
Transport Issues Gordon Stokes 



What I’ll talk about 

• What Doric say (and why) 

• What we say (and why) 

• Key policy issues 

• How you might be affected and what you 
might want to object about 



What Doric say will happen 
• Traffic will fall on many roads 

– Eynsham Rd, Cumnor Hill and West Way by the church 

• Will increase on a few roads 
– West Way (next to development, and by Seacourt), 

Westminster Way (next to development), and A34-A420 
link. 

• Any increases “not severe” 

• Parking – peak use at 80% of capacity – no 
spillover 

So –  that’s all OK then!? 



So how do they work that out? 

• A lot of ‘phantom’ traffic. If the offices were being 
used there would be more traffic 

• Many currently shopping elsewhere will shop here 
– Outbound trips cancel out inbound ones 

• Mainly use industry standard procedures, but use 
many questionable assumptions 

• Assume people will use the car park as designed 

• Assume no one will rat-run down Westminster 
Way 



What we think will happen (1) 

• Traffic will rise on nearly all roads in area, 

many severely 

• Westminster Way south of entrance 

especially badly hit 

• Car park overloaded at times – at all times 

employees, students and ‘drop in’ shoppers 
will park on surrounding roads 

• A Controlled Parking Zone will be inevitable 

 



Why do we say that? 

• The centre will need much more inflow 
of traffic than Doric say, and will not 
follow the pattern they say it will 

• Many of their assumptions appear to be 
‘optimistic’ – some tables cannot be 
replicated 

• The Travel Plan is inadequate to deal with 
the major reasons why people use cars 



Planning issues 

• National - “... ensure developments that 
generate significant movement are located 
where the need to travel will be minimised 
and the use of sustainable modes can be 
maximised” 

• This takes scale of development into account 

• Botley/ Cumnor is a tight geographic area. To 
draw in trade from outside means longer 
distances – almost certainly by car 



Convenience shopping (food etc) 

• Current spend by Botley/ Cumnor residents 

– Total spend on convenience - £19m 
– Current spend in Botley £9m 

– £10m goes elsewhere 

• With new centre 

– Total convenience turnover £38m 
– Predicted local spend at West Way - £12m 

–£26m will come from elsewhere 



What size supermarket would be right 

• Cumnor/ Botley population is ~9000 

• Greater Oxford population is ~180,000 

• So ... We are 1/20th of Oxford 

 

• If we needed a 5000 m2 supermarket Oxford 
would need about 15 

• (There are 3 big ones and more ‘medium’ ones) 

• 2500 m2 would be more than enough 

 



What we think will happen (2) 

• Delivery traffic (more than about 2.5m high) 
will not be able to use the car park – stop on 
West Way 

• Facilities for those with disabilities minimal – 
no ramp, small lifts, distances large 

• Four crossings from North side of West Way to 
‘community hub’ 

• Getting cycles and young children through the 
site will be difficult and possibly dangerous 
going round via Westminster Way 



Will you be affected? 

• Will parking cause problems? 

• (More) West Way congestion when getting to 
town and A34 

• Do you currently walk through the area but 
find steps difficult? 

• Do you think walking along Westminster Way 
will be safe? 

• Will you feel comfortable using the car park? 



Thank You 


